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I 

Introduction 

The science of epistemology is the general field in l,'Thich this thesis 

is' being ,·rritten.. As a; result it is most fitting to introduce: this Hork 

Hith a general introduction to the. science" of epistemology. 

Metaphysics, vThich is the apex of the science of philosophy, deals vlith 

being considered in itself, simply as being. Such a consideration of being 

in itself involves, it is clear to be seen, the greatest degree of abstrac

tion and the i-Tidest universalation of i-TIDch the mil,1d is capable, since to 

attempt to abstract further, from being itself, would lead us to a contem

plation of nothi-~g. Since, therefore, it is the ultimate in human reasoning, 

it must unlike other sciences defend its m·m possibilities and principles, 

because there is no other upon ,·rhich it can depend to do this work. IISuch 

a: defense is kn01·m as epistemology, OX' the science of knowledge; for it is 

an essential requirement for the consideration of the science of being that 

it should be established that the human mind is able ,to knm.T being.. II' I 

He can, therefore, conclude that the science of epistemology IImust be 

considered to be a part - the first and introductory part -- of metaphysics; 

for it does not consider being either as it is subject to motion or to quan

tity, but purely in the abstract, and - here is the distinction from the 

rest of methaphysics - as it is related to the human mind. II I 

Epistemology, then, is that part of metaphysics vlhich examines the value 

of knoHledge, and the capacity of the mind to knm.T being. As \-Till be shown 

in the process of this '-lork, lithe first fact, the first principle, and the 

first condition" are understood to be present before one can have a scien



tific act of cognition; these three, there~ore, are of pr~eminent importance 

in a study of epistemology. 

Since, as 't·rill be seen in the conclustion of this Hork, epistemology 

and psychology are so closely relatecl, it 'Has, imperative that the author 

explain and define terms in the light of psychology, for this is the only 

positive approach to the principles and propositions presented in the course 

of 1>Triting this thesis. 
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II 

The First Fact 

The consideration o£ the truth of the proposition that I, as an indi

vidual thi!1Jdng subj~ct exist, is the £irst o£ the three primary truths 

of epistemolo£,'Y "Thich are to be' explained in this work. This proposition, 

as stated above, is commonly called bJ modern epistemologist "The Firstr 

Fact,," This proposition is, i£ its terms are und!?)rstood correctly, obvious

ly the first fact, because by the very fact that 1-fe make our first simple 

apprehension, 1.Jhich is £irst in the order of cognition, it is evident, after 

a certain'process of introspection, that there is a subject of cognition. 

This subject of cogniti')n is ordinarily referred to as rself l ; or 'Ego.. " 

Some have thought that a discussion of the first fact has no foundation 

for 1-Te should not be investigating it unless 'toTe existed. 2 HO'ilTeVer, to 

say this is to acknowledge that one bas already considered the reasons for 

its truth, and has satisfied himself that the objective evidence for such a 

proposition is in cOll.i'ormity lITith his rnm observations .. 

These reasons for this proposition are the object of the present "'ri

ter.. Since they are not obvious to all, it is legitimate for us to try to 

understand them.. 

The first approach to the reasons supporting the existence of a sub

ject of cognition is that of consciousness or self-consciousness. From our 

OHn observations it can clearly be seen tJ;1at sel:f-consciousness is a cr.ar

acteristic of all men. In our considerations here stated self-conscious

ness means:- lithe consciousness of one's self' or ~ as the subject and beareJ 

of all conditions and states af£ecting his being, particuJ.arly of conscious
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ness itself.'" 3 

The means or medium by "Thich 'toTe acquire this state of self-conscious

ness is introspection. Introspection is a look at one'~selfl through onels 

acts of cognition. Introspection reveals the indisputable fact that all 

conscious phenomel1..a. are referred, in the lart analysis, to the 'self l or 

'Ego'. To deny this is to deny the validity of the very foundations of 

knoHledge. 3 

The process by "Thich ,",e reach introspection is explained at some length 

by st. Thomas Aquinas in his SlUnIfla Theolo~:ica:' 

II'..... A tr.d.ng is intelligible according as it is in act. Now the 
ultiIP.ate perfection of the intellect consists in its o,"m operation 
of the "lork accomplished, as building is the perfection of the 
thing built; but it remains in the agent as its perfection and act, 
as is said Ivietaph. ix. (Did. viii. 8). Therefore the first thing 
understood of the intellect is its Olm act of understanding.... " 
And there is yet another, l1..a.mely, the hmnan intellect~ which neither 
is its o"m act of understanding, nor is its o't-m essence the first 
object of its act of understanding~ for the object is the nature 
of a : Il'.aterial tr.d.ng. A..'rld therefore that i"mch is first kno,"m 
by the hlman intellect is an object of this kind, and that Hhich 
is kno'l-m secondarily is the act by Hhich tbat object is ImOlffi; and 
throuGh the act the intellect itself is known, the perfection of 
vfuich is this act of understanding. For this reason the Philosopher 
asserts that objects are knOi-ffi before acts, and acts before pm-Ters 
(be Anima ii.4).!! 4 ' 

Thus in this quotation st. Thomas points out that the human intellect does 
'\ 

not knOH itl;s I self I Ol:'\'Egol: immediately but through a process as Has clear
\ 

ly stated in the quotation itself. The first objects of the human mind are 

external objects, then, in the second place, man kn01-TS the acts by "Thich 

he knOlTS the object, and by 'I,fay of this act he comes to the knOl-lledge of the 

intellect itself "lhose perfection consists in lrnoHledge. 5 

This process by ,.,mch lfe reach the consciousness of the subject, as 

is presented by the above quotation from st. Thomas 6, seems to be the 
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direct contradictory of what st. Augustine v~ites concerning the conscious

ness of the subject or bearer of knoi-lledge. For st. Augustine '-Trites: 

"Just as the mind gathers knoivledge of corporeal tl1..ings by means of the sen

ses, so does it acquire knovlledge of incorporeal things by itself.. There

f'oreit also knOi-lS itself, since itself is incorporeal." 7 

From this He :may conclude that st. Augustine thought that the 'self l 

or IEgol of a human being, though incorporeal is an immediate object of un

derstanding. If this l>Tere true, hOHever, l"e l-TOuld not, as St. Thoms con

tends, be~forced through the process of' introspection in order to knoU'the 

subject of' cognition, the 1:self. 1 It can immediately be seen therefore: that 

there is present an apparent controdiction between these two illustrious 

philosophical doctors. 

Let us nOl-T turn to the anSi"er Which st .. Thoms proposes to this ques

tion.. He T,~ites in referrence to st .. Augustine1s statement 7~ "If the soul, 

by itself, understands i-lhat .itself is: and since ever"J :man has a soul,; ever'lJ 

m~m ".rill kno'" \-That his soul is; Hhich is evidently false .. II- 8 The truth of 

this refutation can immediately be: seen because it can be pointed out that 

men have even gone so far as to say that there is no soul in mane;; It is 

obvious that such men do not understand the soul. Thus, it i-To1.:ud seem that 

st. Augustine vTaS 'l-~ong about this matter. 

HOi-rever, st .. Augustine f'urther lvrites concerning self-consciousness: 

IIl·ll1en the soul seeks self-knoHledge, it does not to see itself as thoug 

it ".lere absent, but to discern itself as present:' not to knOiV itself, as 

though it lmeH not; but in order to distinguish itself from l-That it knO't-TS 

to be distinct. II - 9 If understood correctly, .as St. Thomas understood it, 

http:distinct.II
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this statement manifests thRt st .. Augustine taught the same theory in this 

regard that St. Thomas himself taught. 

The meaning o.f the above quotation from st.. .augustine 9 can be discern

ed by st .. Thomas' statement in referrence to it: 

lilt (the possible intellect) understands'itself by means of intel
ligible species, by "Thich it is brought to actual intelligibility. 
FbI', considered in itself, it is only potentially an intelligible 
being:' noVl nothing is knoH!l according as it is in potentiality, 
but only according as it is in act.. 1-fuerefore seperate substances, 
the substance '·Thereo.f is as something actual in the genus of things 
intelligible, understand by their very substance i-That they are: 
Vlhereas our possible intellect understands vThat it is, through the 
intelligible species by vrhich it is made actually understanding..... 

"~liccordingly Augustine means to say that our mind lm01-TS it
self by itself, inasmuch as it lmoHS that it is!' because by the 
very fact that it perceives itself to act, it perceives that it 
exists; and since it acts by itself, it ImoHs by itself tr...at it 
exists." 10 

Aristotle's opi!'l-ion can also be explained by the above quotation from 

st. Thomas 10; .for llristotle t-Trites: liThe possible intellect understands 

itself even as it understands other things.'" 11 It '-Tould seem at .first 

sight that Aristotle meant that the possible intellect understood itself 

as it l.mderstands other objects in reality, i.e. H'lthout process of intros

pection. But as sto ,Thomas point~ out 12 Aristotle Qnderstood tl~t the 

process of intrpspection Has necessaI"lJ to make the self intelligible.. 

Because a thing is only intelligible according as it is in act, therefo~e: 

it is impossible .for the possible' intellect to know itself directly but 

only through a"ct; and it is only possible to reach this act through a proces~ 

of introspection. 

It "'ould seem from the facts presented above th..at since 1>Te must go 

through a process in order to reach the conclusion that there" is a. subject 

or bearer of knovTledge, this Y..l1oi;Tledge ';Tould not be held "lith any great 
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degree of certitude. st. Thomas, hOHever,. says th-.at this Imm-rledge, the 

iw~ediate'data of consciol~ness, about the soul is the most certain of human 

knoHledge inasmuch as each one experiences in himself that he has a soul 

and places certain spiritual acts. 13 

.n' tSince lIe have thus discovered the opJrpns of st .. Thomas, Ie us nOiol 

proceed to the opiriions and vierTs of some modern Thomists of the question 

of the first fact. 

~'le have already seen the position of Bittle on this subject· 14, but 

I believe it Hould be very beneficial to us to fo1101·' up loTith some of his 

argmnents for his position in this rnatter. First of all, He can give a' 

clear and concise definition of self-consciousness given by him: "Self

conscd:ousness means that the mind (self, Ego) recogTI..izes all mental statea 

and activities as its O1m." 15 And again further on he states: rrConscious

ness reveals to us the existence of our self or Ego as the Single, perman

ent, self-identical subject and bearer of all our states and experiences. rr16 

It can immediately and obviously be seen that these statements and ",hat has 

been said before in this section are entirely in conformity. 

It is perhaps of some profit to us here to give tHO of Bittle's proofs 

for the e}dstence of a subject of cognition. The first of these proofs, 

is a proof taken from the common speech of h1J1l1an beings. Professor Bjttle 

"10mtes: IfHe seldom say:' 1 sight, hearing, pleasure, thought, volition, etc., 

are present. t He invariably say:' II see, I hear, I experience' pleasure, 

I think, I ,·Till, etc. I The subject and bearer is all·mys mentioned together 
I 

Hith the conscious state.a- 17 This proof is built upon the impossibility 

of all of' rnan1dnd being Hrong in their manner of expressing theirselves 
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in a language. As such it is a fairly pm.rerful argument inasmuch as it 

gives us moral certitude tp~t a subject of cognition exists, because moral 

certitude states that it could not be otherHise according to manls 't.Jay of 

acting. 18 

The second of the tHO proofs, is a proof "[hich is based on an indivi-

dual I s past experiences. Professor Bittle 'tfl'ites: itEm., could I remember 

them (past experiences) as Imine,' as having-happened in Ime,' if my Ego 

Here-' not ~permanent abiding reality in 'ltJ'hom they accured? Ny Ego is clear
""\ 

ly perceived to be the abiding subjects of these transitory states.!!' 19 

If there Here no permanently a bic1ing subjects all memory or comprehension 

of our actions Vlollld die along Hith the action itself, but this is immediate

ly seen to be false, for everyone has the ability of remembering actions as 

his m-m. 

Another modern philosopher l.Jhich we might consider is Hans 11eyer. 

His opinion I believe can be summed up in one brief quotation: "Even though 

skepticism may threaten the existence or the l1~ture of the external Horld, 

for most thinkers the consciousness of self and the certainty of one 1 s o~m 

thinking is the inpregnable rock against Hhich the 'IolaVeS of skept.icism 

break in vain."- 20 

~~. Meyer gives an example of the process of introspection that I be

liieve ,",ould be very profitable to state before He close our discussion on 

the first fact. In his Hork~ Hr. l-1:eyer Hrites: liAs prime matter can be 

knm'ffi only through the forms that are received in it so the human soul and 

the human mind can be knmm only through the knowledge of external objects 

and through the cognitive forms that act on the soul,," 21 Since a' thing is 
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intelligible according as it is in act, 22.and since prime. matter is pure 

potentiality, it (prime matter} can only be kno'tm by the forms 1-rh; ch actu

alize its potency. So, lilc6\-rise, the: intellect can only knO't{ itself through 

the actualization of its potencies or pO'ltTers. 

To synthesize the \!hole of the proofs for the eJ\.."'istence~ of 'sell' or 

IEgo' as the subject or bearer of all conscious phenomena, I 't'1ould like 

to quot here' Hh.at the Angelic Doctor lr7rites. 

"The pOi-rer of any potency of the soul is determined to its object; 
hence its action primarily and principally tends to that object. 
But it can..tlot do this 't-ritIl regard to those means by "Thich it 
tends to the object except by a Y~nd of reversion.... Hence 
at first the-activity of the intellect turns to that which is 
comprehended from the phantasms, then it returns to a knm.rledge 
of its acts, then to the intelligible species, the habit and 
p01-TerS of the soul, and finally to the essence: of the intellect 
and the soul itsell." 23 

The' final thing to be, said in regard to the first fact in this section is 

to a.'11S1:1er the question ,,(·Thether this proposition is self-evident. In order 

to anS'ltTer this question one must have· a correct notion of what a self-evi= 

dent proposition is. In this matter "'19 turn again to the Angelic Doctor. 

He difines a self-evident proposition in the follovring man..ner:· 

II! t};-ing can be self...evident in either of t'l:TO 1.fays; on the one 
hand, self-evident in itself, though not to us; on the other, 
self-evident in itself, and to us. A proposition is self-evident 
because the'predicate is included in the essence of' the subject, 
as '}ian is an an.iIll.al, " for animal is contained in the essence 
of man•. If', therefore, the essence of the predicate and subject 
be 10l0i<ffi to all, the proposition i.Jill be self-evident to all; 
as is clear i-rith regard to the f'irst principles of demonstration, 
the terms of "Thich are COIDJUon things that no one is ignorant 
of, such as being and non-being, '\.·Thole and part, and such l::i.ke. 
If, ho't·rever, there are some to vrhom the essence of the predicate 
and subject is unlOloHn, the proposition ,·rill be sell-evident . 
in itself, but not to those 1..]'110 do not. knOH the meaning of the 
predicate and subject of the proposi·tion. lI 2L~ 

It is impossible to contend t}-1.at the first fact is not.~'self~evidentl''' 

http:proposi�tion.lI
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according to the second classification, i •.e., sell-evident in itself, and 

to us. It 1iJollld seem t}1..a.t the first fact is a proposition self-evident in 

itself, because this proposition fits the: definition of a self-evident pro

position as is stated by st. Thomas. The predicate is included in the 

essence of the subject beca1..1Se once ,Ie say t}1..a.t there is an action by Hhich 

He knoH the subject of cognition, vre include that that subject exists be

cause the efficient cause of an action must be prior in time to the action 

of cognition. But this is the only "laY in Hhich 1.J'e Imo1-l the subject of 

cognition, i.e., through its acts, as has been proven above. It is self

evident to all since it is impossible to doubt it1 as 1.Jas shmm above. 

Therefore, the predicate of tb;s proposition is included in the essence of 

the subject, and is self-evident in itself, and to us. 

Having thus explored the first of the three primary truths of epistemo

logy, 1<le nm-r turn our attention to the second, the first principle. 

III 

~1e First Principle 

The first thing which is to be discussed is, Tl..a.turally, the statement 

of the principle of contradiction.. This principle can be stated in many 

different Hays; for e:xample, Aristotle stated it thus: liThe same attribute 

cannot at the same time belong and not belong to the same subject in the 

same respect .. " 25 This is a much different statement than the one 1·re 

are ordinarily accustomed to hearing. For this section of this l.rork, 

~dll use St .. Thomas' statement of tb;s principle, vn1ich I consider the most 

comprehensive enunciation of this principle. It is merely:' Being is not 

I 



n~n-being; in other words it is not possible for a thing to both be and 

not be' at the same time, and in::the: same respect. 26 

NoH', it is 01.1.I' object to prove that this proposition is the first 

principle upon Hhich all others ultimately rest for the proof of their-

selves. other propositions ultimately are proven by "reduction to 

abserdityn- or to the denial of the principle of contradiction. 

He must, therefore, endeavor to comprehend just "'That it entails to 

be a principle.. For this definition 1·re may again turn to the great store

house of l.risdom, the Angelic Doctor. St. Thomas t.r.ritest lithe '\>Tord principle 

signifies o!l~y tl1-B.t whence another proceeds: since- anything ,,,hence some

thing proceeds in any t'lay "V,e call'·.a principle; and conversely. As the 

Father then is the one Hhence another proceeds, it follm-rs that the Father 

is a principle~1I 27 

Aristotle says a principle is:: "that first from "'Thich anything either 

is, or comes to be, or is knotm.l! 28 Distinction: an ontological principle 

,?ould be one from 'Hhich something !leither is or comes to be," and a logical 

principle- \'1Ould be one by "'hich something Ilis knovrn. It 

From this 'liTe may readily gather that the Hord 'principle' is a very 

broad term. Another definition 't'Thich may clearify the above" slightly is: 

11], principle is tbat from 'tll'hich anything proceeds in any Hay. II' 29 To 

a positive" idea' to the reader of all that the term tprinciple' sta11ds 

for, I believe it is propitious to give the divisions of principle. 30 

First of all, principle is divided:- 1. according to the intellect or a 

rational principle (e.g,,;, as a conclusionfolloHs from premises, thus the 

premises are the principles of the conclusion); 2., according to the thing 
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or a real principle. And a real principle is devided into: a)' a merely 

negative principle, such as privation; b)' a positive principle.. A positive 

principle is, like'l:Tise, double according as to 1iThether it gives existence 

or not. - An example o:f a positive principle not giving existence loTouJ.d be: 

a point as the principle of a line, :for the line can exist lTithout that 

particuJ.ar point but that'point is still that from which the line proceeds. 

If the- positive principle does give existence to its principiated tlns may 

be with or -vTithout dependence in reality. If there is no dependence/.the 

only possible case is procession in the' Blessed Trinity; for the Son proceed, 

from the Father and the' Holy Ghost proceeds from both the Father and the

Son, hOl.yever all are equal and there is no dependence' one upon the' other. 

If there is a dependence, any COlilIIlOn cause Hould bean example, for the 

definition of a cause: is: a positive principle f'rom 1-1hich something proce

eds really 'lidth dependence in existence. This is a complete division of a 

principle. 

N01.! that "Ie have discovered "That a principle is, 1.]'e, must endeavor to 

define a 'first l principle. The term, principle absolutely first, can be 

taken in tHO ways. The first meaning is a principle !ltv-hich actllally in 

itself contains all other verities, in the first place of the metaphysical 

or the abstract order of essences, in the second of the experimental or the 

concrete order of contingent existences so tl~t these truths can be seen 

in that principle or deduced from it tJ:i.rough demonst,ration. 1I 31 This 

principle i;rould be the most perfect and could not be anything else than 

the divine essence., It is not the intention of·the present author to de

velop any further the'divine attributes, 1fhich is a field in itself; He 

http:particuJ.ar
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1·Iill, therefore, proceed to the second connotation of an apsolute first 

principle.. 

This second connotation is an 8.bsolute first principle as that v1hich 

is "the most imperfect, and the most potential or the most universal jud

@fient which does not actually contain all other verities in itself, but 

Hhich is presupposed for all and from 1-1hich all can be demonstrated indi

rectly.'" 31 This second COIDlotation is the one to v1hich this section of 

this thesis is devoted .. 

After investigating i~hat it means to bean absolutely first principle, 

it rerr.ains n01'[ to discover Hh.at the requisites are to qualify for being an 

absolutely first principle. There are' three requirements necessary in order 

to have such a prinCiple, as can be seen from st. Thomas Aquinas .. 

The first requirement is th.at this principle be self~evident but not 

only in itself a;ld to the \-lise men, but it must be' evident to all.. For 

no one could doubt or err in regard to such a principle. Secondly, tr~s 

principle cal'1J1ot be conditional, that is it must be held Hith absolute 

certainty. For, as the difin;tion of such a principle above points out, 

tIns principle must be held ..Iith certitucle as a basis of all further knm-T

ledge. And thirdly, th~s principle must be non-demonstrable. For, since 

all knm-Tledge is based on such a principle, it must be seen immediately 

after simple apprehension; for otherl:1ise, it ,",ould be a conclusion draHn 

from a prior prelI1.ise, and there Hould, therefore, be a proposition prior to 

it and it i<T01.ud no longer be absolutely first.. 32 

The fulfillment of the first requirement, that the absolutely first 

principle must be self-evident to all by the principle of contradiction, 

j S 8ho1<m. in the follm-Iinr- \-1a~ tv st Thomas.. He comments 33 that no one' 

http:i<T01.ud
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can possible think that both terhls of a contradiction are true. By the 

very apprehension of contradictory terms, the mutual exclusion i~ seen. 

He says further that even though a person lnay say that he believes both 

terms of a contradiction to be true, in his wind he Hill hold the opposite 

view. He !lL~y further see the application of this to the principle of con

tradiction in the folloi-1ing quotation: 

liThe things themselves that are contrary have no contrariety in 
the mind, because. one is the reason for knoVTing the other: 
nevertheless there is in the intellect contrariety of affinnation 
and negation, ',111ich are contraries...... For though to be and 
not to be are not in contrary, but in contradictory opposition 
to one another, so long as v19 consider their signification in 
things themselves, for on the one hand we have being and on the 
other He have simple non-being; yet if He refer them to the act 
of the mind, there- is something positive in both cases. Hence 
to be and not to be are contradictory...... "II 3l l' 

All demonstration reduce their propositions to a basis COnIDIOn to all men. 

The principle 'l-1hich immediately folloHs the concept of being is the most 

evident principle possible to all men; the principle of contradiction is 

such a principle since it combines first two concepts of man, tlbeingl!' 

and !lnon-being,,!! 

Ahother proof that can be presented to prove t}~t the principle of 

contradiction is self-evident to all men is by taking the negative approach 

to it; tllat is by seeing the result if He doubt this principle., 35 If 

1·re doubt the principle of contradiction \-re should say: perhaps it is not 

true that being and non-being are contradictorily opposed.. In this case 

perhaps one is the other; i .. e .. , perhaps being is not-being. NoW either we 

attribute some meaning to this suggestion or none; if none, it is not a 

suggestion or a thought, but nothing at all. If v1e do attribute some meanin~ 

to it, vIe must also allm! that the meaning : 'perhaps being is not non
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being; I Hhile at the same time it is:: 'perhaps being is non-being,' since' 

our thought may be its contradictory. These t'tfO, houever, cancel out; and 

v1e are lei't9 as before, uithout any thought or snggestion at all. Our lllinds 

have bocome, in the strictest sense, a tabula rasa. TI1e suggestion, in 

other vlOrds, the principle of' contradiction is false carL11.0t be enter

tained; it is meaningless.. lIe might in our atte.Tflpt to doubt this principle, 

go so far as to deny it; and so affirm that being is non-being9 in H"hich 

case the non-being in this (or any other) proposition He can substitute the 

"Tord being, and the proposition becomes:- 'being is being'; 1:'I11ich is the 

principle of identity; or, alternatively, 'non-being is not being'; which 

is the principle of contradiction. The principle might be called a; 'boom

erang principle,' for even though we- cast it a~~y from us, it returns to 

us again. Hence it remains, since no one can deny it, nor can anyone even 

doubt it, that this principle is self-evident to all maxU~ind. 

The second reqUirement, that the first principle be non-conditional, 

can also easilJr be seen to apply to the principle of contradiction. For 

it is Lmpossible tr~t the principle of contradiction be acquired from a 

prior, since it is the first in the order of judgment. The first opera

tion of the mind is simple apprehension and its first operation is to knOH 

'being'. Hence the first judgment in the second operation of the mind, 

composition and division, ~,rill folloH directly upon the apprehension of 

being; this first judgment is the principle of contradiction. 36 The 

third requisite, that the first principle be non-demonstrable, fo1101'18 

llaTflediately upon the latter proof. For if the principle of contradiction 

is first in the order of judgment it is obvious that there vril1 be no prior 
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premise from i·Thich it cOllld be conoluded.. But demonstration proceeds frOID 

prior premises.. Therefore, the principle is non-liemonstrable.. 

. Sinoe, therefore, 8~S p-asbeen sh01m, the principle of oontradiction 

fills all the requirements for an absolutely first principle, the only 

thing tPBt remains is to be certain of the veracity of this principle.. 

St .. Thomas in his 11eta'Ohysics presents several proofs, or really refu

tation against those: l'lho deny the principle of oontradiction.. The follol']"

ing is a.presentation of u~o of these proofs .. 

The first proof that ~dll be considered is the refutation against those 

imo that both contradictories are· true. The refutation is taken from 

the sig:nification of a name'.. 37 If Ol1e admitts tPBt a I1.ame has a signifi

cation, by that very fact he is admitting to the principle of contradiction, 

for a n..-me signifies uhat a t.hing is as opposed to 1-That that thing is not, 

'·1hich is the principle o£ contradiction.. For example, let us take the name 

Inan; for this name, man, to have any meaning it must signify some one thing, 

or some one class of things, but it must exclude some other things. But 

if one "Says that two oontradictories are both true, for example, man and 

non-man, he is saying that both these names can be applied to one and the 

same subject and both ifould signify the same qviddity.. From his reasoning, 

also, can be dmi-Tn a further absurd conclusion, namely that the same notion 

or 'ratio t "Till be· applied to all things.. If this vTere true, speach or any 

form of Hords or names "Tould be senseless.. But each name of necessity 

!ll'lJ.st have one proper notion or fl~atio 1 for ~lhich it stands and two names 

can only be applied to the same 'ratio' in an equivocal signification. 

st.. Thomas further states in rei'utation of those vlho contend that contra
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dictories are true at the same time~ 

He (Aristotle) proves the third, namely, that D'l.an and non-man i 

do not signify the srune, by- the follm-Ting reasoning. 1-19.n sig~ 
mfies that ~rhich is to be man and the qluddity of man: nOH 
non-man signif'ies to be' non-man, and the quiddity of non-man. i 
If therefore- man a.nd non-D'l.an do not signify something diverse,: 
then that existence~ for man \1i11 not be diverse from non-existen
ce f'or IDan or not to be. man.- And so one of those ~rill be pre";' 
dicated of the other. Also, they ~dl1 be one according to notion. 
For ,-rhen vIe say certain things signify one thing, ue understand 
that they signify one notion, as garment and clothing._ If'to, 
be D'l.an and to be non-man are one in this Hay, that is, accorco,ng 
to notion, that will be one and the same which Hill sig!l3.fy that 
vlhich is man and that Hhich is non-man. But· it is given or : 
demonstrated that a' diverse' name is used f'or each. For it is· 
shown that this !l.ame D'lE.n signifies the quiddity of' man and does 
not signify not to be man: hence it is evident that to be man ' 
and not to be man are not one according to notion. And so th~ 
proposed is shmm, that man and non-man signify diverse' things. 38 

Another common fault is pointed out by st. Thomas in his ref'u.ta.tion 

of those who hold that an affirmation and negation said.of the same thing 

are both true. In this argtmlent the Angelic Doctor' shovis hmv this would 

eliminate ,all substance: and substantial ·predication. 39 As vTaS stated in 
, 

the above argument the difinition of a name is:' a name signifies one thing; 

that is, it signifies the quiddity of the substance: of that one thing. 

Hm-lever if it "Tere possible to predicate both man and non-Jrlan of one thing, 

we 't;rcmld be predicatiliK:tt·ro substantial predicates and thus the unity 

of that thing Hould be lost. Moreover, if both contradictories are true, 

there is only accidental predication. Hmvever, accidental predication can 

be had in tHO lvays. The first 'toray is Hhen one accident is predicated of 

another accident because they both inhere in the 
. 
same subject, for 

, 
example, 

white is said of musical l)ecause they are both predicated accidentally of 

man. Secondly, an'accident is predicated of its subject, as the man is 

vThite. But in either mode of accidental predication oiie:-.accident cannot 
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be predicated of another on to infinity, but the accidents must inhere in 

a subject. This subject of accidents is the substance, but substance is 

destroyed by those 'l-Tho hold that the same thing is affirmed and denied of 

the ss.me thing at the same time. Therefore, ultiJriately all predication 

is destroyed them. 

Thus vtlth these arguments for the veracity of the principle of con


tradiction we have finished Otlr analysis of the first principle. 


rv 
The First Condition 

The First condition is really an old question i-lith a comparitively 

neiV' name. He might state the first condition as: t'b.at the mind is capable 

; ~of attaining truth. This is obviously one of the oldest philosophical 

questions which has been handed dOl:Tn to us from antiquity. Before the time 

of Christ the old Greek philosophers considered it and after the time of 

Christ it has been considered dmm to the present date. The name Ifirst 

condition' is the epistemological term given to this age old question. 

The first condition has someti1ies been misunderstood; and has been 

taken to mean that the mind is ca.pable of kno't<Ting thing as they are in 

themselves. This statement, hOHBver, has an ambiguous meaning; and seems 

to say that knovrledge is ali.-laYs mediate. It suggests t:b..at He knOi.IT OtU~ Oi.ID 

ideas first, and then things by their means. The correspondence between 

our ideas and things is assured by the principle lour representations are 

trtle, i.e., in agreement ,\-1ith things;' this princilJle is 8.dmitted by them 

I-Tithout proof'. Those i-Tho take the meaning of the first condition in this 
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sense, therefore, speak of 'the veracity of our faculties' .as though iore do 

not knO"t-l the things themselves but only '·lha t our faculties tells us of things 

But, in fact, such an exposition, i·l11ich they present as seJi'-evident, needs 

strict proof and can really be doubted. "Hence the first condition is 

not to be taken to imply the capacity of the mind for attainip.g knouledge of 

external things, but simply the capacity for Immdedge of the object: that 

"lhich lies before, or is presented to the wind. 1I 40 

The question implied in the above statements is whether the first con

dition is self-evident. To consider the self-evidency of this proposition 

let us present again briefly st. Thomas' defilLition of a self-evident pro

pOSition, given above. st. Thomas defines a self-e-vident proposition as 

one in uhich the predicate is included ill the essence of the subject. And 

a proposition of t]:1..is sort is either self...evident to all or only to the 

"Iise according as the t1>IO terms are l.mderstood by all or o!'~y by a fevr, 

respectively.. 41 Now the :first condition, that the mind has a capacity 

for the knovlledge of the object, is a proposition in 1-1hich the predicate 

is included in the essence of the subject. This can be shown in the 1'01101-1

ing "ray. The term 1wind t is a' n:.une given to the soul insofar as the soul 

has the pOl.rer of knoHing things; it the very connot.ation of the Hord 

Illil1d that the soul has the capacity or the pOHer to lmoi'l Objects. But 

the first pOl,rer the soul is the intellect for st.. Thomas says: lilt is 

necessary to say the intellect is a pOvler of the soul, and not the very 

essence of the soull! 1(2. But the pOVIer, intellect, is often gj_ven the 

name mind. Therefore, the capacity for knowing objects is included in the 

notion of the '-lord mind. Thus the proposition is self-evident. 



As a proof' of the self'-evidenc:r of the first condition the fo!+ouing 

quotation is presented:" 

"It is not difficult to see that the proposition taken in 
this sense 43 is really indubitable, since it is an assertion 
that we have faculties whose business it is to knuwtheir objects, 
and 't'1hich, consequently, cannot essentially fail in knouledge ! 
of their object. Nov1, if "re try to doubt this, it is clear t~t 
the value of' such doubt will depend on the essential rectitude! 
of the very faculties "'hich 'V1e 'are doubting; since if they be ' 
essentially untrust'tvorthy, so will also be our doubt about their 
trustvrorthiness. If vIe are doubtfull of the existence of the i 

cognitive fac'ulties "lhich can give uskrnDl-rledge of truth, 'tie I 

must, eo ipso, be doubtful of the reasoning vrhich has led us to 
doubt their existence. 't<Je shaD., therefore, be unable to re- ! 

tain our doubt, as even probably true9 since we shall be unable 
to think at all. II' 4L~ 

If one is to explain how the objects of our intellect are present and 

the process by vlhich 1'le knO't'1, I dontt believe that a person could do better 

than to merely quot st. Thomas verbatim, for it is impossible to state it 
! 

clearer or more concisely than he himself states it. '"' 

I 

IILet us consider the fact that an exterl'l..al thing understo~d 
by us does not exist in our in"cellect according to its Olm na-: 

t~lre; rather, it is necessary that its species be in our intel~ 
lect, and through this species the intellect comes to be in act. 
Once' in act through this species as through its 01:111 ~orm, the , 
intellect knows the thing itself'. This is not to be understood 
ill the sense tl1at the act itself of understanding is an action 
proceeding to the thing understood, as heating proceeds to the 
heated thing. Understanding'remains in the one understanding,i 
but it is related to the thing understood because the abovemen~ 
tioned species, which is a principle of int~llectual operation 
as a form, is the likeness~of the thing understood. 

"He must further consider that the intellect, having been 
informed by the species of the thing, by an act of understanding 
forms l-Tithin itself a certain intention of' the thing l.1Dderstood, 
that is to say, its notion, which the definition signif'ies. I 

This is a necessary point, because the intellect understands : 
a present and an absent thing indif'ferently. In this the imagin
ation agrees ,-lith the intellect. But the intellect has this , 
characteristic in ~ddition, namely, that it understands a thing 
as separs.ted f'rom material conditions, i>Tithout ,.,hich a thing I 

does not exist in reall ty • But :this could not take place un- ! . 
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less the intellect formed the aboveme~tioned intentiqp for it
self. 

"l'fovr, since tins understood intention is, as it 1;,rere, a 
terminus of intelligible opera.tion, it is distinct fll:'om the 
intelligible species that actualizes the intellect, and that 
lye must consider the principle of intellectual operation, though 
both are a likeness of the thing understood. For, by the fact 
that the intelligible species, Hhich is the form of the intellect 
and the principle of understanding, is the likeness of the ex
ternal thing, it follovTs that the intellect forms an intention 
like that thing, since such as' a thing is, such are its v1orks. 
And because the1.Ulderstood intention is like some thing, it fol
Oi·TS that the intellect, by forming such an intention, knOvTS 
that thing. II 45 

The !mol-ring pO'\oTers in us are ReI' ~ infallible, t}l..a;t is, they are oI'

dered to truth. If t!'l..is is true, every error must be ~ accidens; to be 

fallible per accidens is to be mistaken because of some ca'use "'hic11 is ex

trinsic to nature: as a color-blind person makes a mistake in color dis

tinction, it is because of the abnormal or unnatural functioning of his 

sense organs. This must be true because the very difinition of kno't-ring 

pOllers means that these poHers are ordered to kn01-1' things as they are, for 

knovTledge is the adquation of the intellect uith the thing. But if the 

k.TJ.Oid.ng pouers vTere per ~ order to falsity, 'ile could not rely on our knOl'T

ledge and universal skepticism ,",ould result; no knovring pOvIeI' vfould be trus 

"Torthy. 46 

The conclusion follows readily that the mind has the capacity for 

knOi.J'ledge of the object, vfhich is the first condition. 

v 

The basic conclusion vThich can be dravm form the consideration of 

these three epistemological propositions is tl~t they are mutually dependent 

one upon the other. This is immediately seen if 1"e cons::i.der each in regard 
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to and in the light of the others. The fi~st fact, the existence of a 

subject of cognition is dependent upon the other t,\-TO in order to be knovm, 

but not in the order of existence; For the first fact, as Has shmm above, 

is only kn0i1ll through the process of introspection, but before 't-re can have 

any process by \'TPich vTe can knOl" sometping vre must have the capc"l.city to be 

able to knon it, the first condition. 

Secondly, let us take the first principle in regaTd to its dependence 

upon the othertltTo. NOiv the first principle is the first judgment of the 

second operation of the mind, composition and division. But it is obvious 

that there "Tould be no first judgment if there i.Jere no pOltTer to make tbat 

judgment, the first condition, and there ltrould be no judgment if there "Tere 

no subject in 1:-Thich U;..at pOiver can be found, the first fact. Thirdly, the 

first condition relies upon the other tvl0. If there i·Tere no subject, the 

first fact, in vlhich the first condition could inhere, there VTou.ld be no 

first condition. In regard to the first principle, in our capacity to 

receive knovrledge He have three processes, simple apprehension, composition 

and division, and disc'ursive k110Hledge.. Therefore, since discursive F.nOi·T

ledge is p,?rt of the first condition, and since the first principle is the 

basic proposition form Hhich a11 conclusion are ultimately draHn, there 

is a dependence of ~~e first condition upon the first principle. 

Another conclusion that can be draltm form this theSiS, which I believe 

is evident to the reader, is the very close relationship bet,·reen the science 

of epistemology and that of psychology.. In every part of this thesis 

psychology Has needed to explain these epistemolpgical propositions. 

For example, in order to ShOi·T that there '·Tas a subject of cognition it 
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was necessary to bring in such psychological considerations as self-con

sciousness. and introspection. For a clarif'ication of' the f'irst principle- i 
the psychological first, second, and third operations of' t.he mind ""~re 

necessary•. And in the first condition it is plain to be seen that it is 

a study of the cognitive p01.J'ers of ma.n, vTmch is,also' a· psychological study. 

In fact, one might say that a person cannot think' of' epistemology without 

including. some part of' psychology, f'or psychology is the study of' the human 

soul and its pOvTers bp.t epistemology is concerned with the highest pmrer 

of' the soul, the cognitive pOTrTer. 

- Ad lvlajorem Dei Gloriam 
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